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One of the most powerful of the Seth Books, this essential guide to conscious living clearly and

powerfully articulates the furthest reaches of human potential, and the concept that we all create our

own reality according to our individual beliefs. Having withstood the test of time, it is still considered

one of the most dynamic and brilliant maps of inner reality available today.
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Jane Roberts (May 8, 1929 - September 5, 1984) grew up in SaratogaSprings, New York where she

attended Skidmore College. Jane was aprolific writer in a variety of genres including poetry, short

stories,children&apos;s literature, fiction, and non-fiction. Her internationalbestselling non-fiction

books include Seth Speaks, The Nature ofPersonal Reality, The Nature of the Psyche, and The

Individual and theNature of Mass Events. Her enormously popular novels include TheEducation of

Oversoul Seven, The Further Education of Oversoul Seven,and Oversoul Seven and the Museum

of Time (now published as The Oversoul Seven Trilogy). Yale University Library maintains a

collection ofJane&apos;s writings, journals, poetry, and audio and video recordings thatwere

donated after her death by her husband, Robert F. Butts. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

This is a treasure trove for the spiritual seeker. I have read this book all the way through twice (and

excerpts numerous times) and gleaned something fresh from it each time. Further, there is



something to the quality of the writing itself that always brings vivid dreams with opportunities for

dream work. I would recommend this book to anyone interested in the subtleties of consciousness,

anyone that has ever felt there was a greater significance to reality than can be perceived with the

five senses.

Book arrived in great condition for a used book. Price was right. So far, it is quite an interesting

metaphysical book. Explores deeply the nature of human consciousness and the soul experience.

Would recommend if you like books of a spiritual nature.

Although this was written some decades ago, before my time, it was, for me, a revelation. It is said

that when the student is ready, the teacher appears. I am very much looking forward to continuing

my tutelage under Seth! Magnificent and inspiring. Thank you Rubert and Joseph!

Sorry this book does NOT need a review. It is the BEST I have ever read; and I have read many . . .

It's a somewhat difficult read. I have never read a book with the style of more-or-less printing their

transcription along with narrative thought/explanation from the transcriptionist.

This is a map of sorts for wanderers, explorers. Throughout the book is the sense that "we're not in

Kansas anymore" and the reinforcement that "there's no place like home".

This book is very life changing, I read many metaphysical books, however with this book Seth ( An

entity no longer in physical form), explains everything clearly with many details. There are no

unanswered questions with Seth, he gets to the point. This is the perfect book to start with, I plan on

reading all of Seth's/Jane Robert's books. The second book I will read is The Nature of Personal

Reality. You should only read these books in order, so you will totally understand them. If you are

ready to go on a Spiritual Journey, if you are ready to read a thought provoking and mind boggling

book, please read Seth Speaks: The Eternal Validity of the Soul... You will definitely perceive life

differently, than you did before... " I must give this book five stars"...

Excellent wisdom, practical advice and humor, even on the fifth reading!
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